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This guide to investing in gold coins will seek to answer some of the common questions we hear including:
Why buy gold coins? Which gold coins should you buy? Should you invest in numismatic gold coins? What
are the most popular gold coins? Can you purchase gold coins from a bank? Can you trust online dealers?
Considerable all the advantages you gain by buying gold coins. Gold coins require no paper contract to be
made whole. Gold coins can be sold virtually anywhere in the world. There are gold dealers in just about every
major city on the planet. And in a crisis, gold will be in high demand. Other collectibles, like artwork, take
longer to sell, have a smaller customer base, and will likely entail a big commission. Gold coins take up such
little space that you can store more value of them in a safe deposit box than stacks of dollar bills. You must
pay taxes on any gain, of course, but if you want a little privacy or confidentiality, just buy some gold coins!
You can take gold coins with you wherever you go in the world. The gold price fluctuates, of course but its
value is timeless. And since gold will outlast you, it is an ideal asset to pass on to your heirs. Its function is as
money and a store of value, similar to a currency. In other words, gold is money! No special skills or training
needed. Even if you pay for storage, compare that to the costs and taxes and headaches of, say, real estate. But
they all fall into two basic categories: Their attraction is that they consist of highly refined gold and are
viewed primarily as an investment. You can buy bullion coins from a number of government mints that
produce them each year. They also come with a face value except the South African Krugerrand. These face
values are mostly symbolic at this point, since the gold content of the coin makes them worth a lot more than
the value printed on the coin. But each government guarantees they will always be worth the amount stated.
Their premiums or mark-ups are usually much higher than bullion coins, and can stretch into the thousands of
dollars and in some cases, millions! The best rule of thumb on whether to buy numismatic coins is this: The
reason is simple: These things may or may not come to pass, so these arguments are really just sales tactics.
The bigger reason they want to talk you out of bullion coins and into rare coins is because they make a lot
more money on them! Sales commissions are much higher on numismatics, which of course you pay for.
These are high relief coins and are very eye-appealing, but also come with high mark-ups. They may or may
not be worth more someday, but should not be viewed as a replacement for bullion. Past years can be BU, too,
if they were never sold. All of our gold coins here at GoldSilver are BU. The same thing is true with gold
coins: And those are exactly the concerns with rare coins. You could experience delays when you attempt to
sell themâ€”the dealer or buyer might want to confirm its value or authenticity, for example. Or they may
offer you less premium than you paid. Or they may not want to buy it at all. On top of this, you have a much
smaller pool of interested customers, as many investors are not coin collectors. Sovereign coins, on the other
hand, are easily recognizable literally the world over, can always be sold for the price of gold, and will have
plenty of customers. Government sovereign coins are the most widely known around the world and thus will
be the easiest to sell. So the golden rule when buying gold coins is this: Now that we know we should buy
sovereign coins, what exactly do we start with? The Most Popular Gold Coins The most popular sovereign
gold coins in the world are the following six. Some are karat and most are karat, but they all contain a full
ounce of gold. United States government Can also be bought in half, quarter, and tenth-ounce denominations
Special Note: Most popular gold coin in the world.
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identitetu korisnika se ne prikupljaju, veÄ‡ samo informacije o poseÄ‡enosti koje dalje naÅ¡i partneri obraÄ‘uju.
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